Abstract -Performance prediction of mechanical excavation machines is vitally important to determine whether the machine is proper for the formation being excavated and to define the cost of the project before starting it. There are a number of analytical, empirical and numerical models for this aim. Many engineering and geological systems have many imprecision and uncertainties and exact solution rarely exist. Beside effects of many parameters, dealing with rock makes the estimation of cutting forces and tunnel boring machine's performance prediction problem complex. Alternative methods such as fuzzy logic have become useful to research such problems having uncertainties in recent years. Fuzzy logic approaches provides to evaluate all data without accepting precondition and depending on special conditions. Therefore, this method has found widespread application to solve problems in these systems including mechanical excavation applications In this study, models which are established by fuzzy logic method are explained to estimate the performance prediction parameters of tunnel boring machines such as specific energy, torque and thrust requirement.
Introduction
Tunnel boring machines (TBMs), which are used for excavation tunnels in nearly all type rock masses and geological conditions in tunneling construction. They have numerous advantages including secure and high advance rate excavation. Furthermore, they do not have the disadvantages of roadheaders which are not applied on unstable or hard rock conditions. TBMs are designed and sized in different configurations depending on the project and geological conditions. They can be classified as hard rock tunneling and soft ground tunneling machines as their size changes from 1.5 m to 15 m diameter [1] .
Disc cutters are widely used on TBMs and they are capable of cutting a variety rock types with different properties. Early disc cutters had a V-shape (V-profile) which caused a rapid loss of efficiency as the tip wear occurred. Beginning in the late 1970s, V-shape ring profiles were replaced by constant cross section (CCS) profiles to maintain cutting efficiency as tip wore out. Disc cutters having between 49 cm (19 in.) and 8 cm (3 in.) diameter have been used, generally after 30 cm (12 in.), they are called as mini disc cutters [2] .
Many engineering, mining and geological subjects have imprecision and uncertainties and exact solution may not exist. Studying with rock makes complex of the estimation of cutting forces and TBMs performance prediction problem. Alternative methods such as fuzzy logic have become useful to solve such problems having uncertainties in recent years. This method provides to evaluate all data without accepting precondition and depending on special conditions [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
Cutting Forces Acting On Disc Cutters
Cutting forces which are called normal force (FN), rolling force (FR) and side force (FS) act on a disc cutter shown in Fig. 1 . Normal force is defined as force acting under a disc perpendicularly as it penetrates. Normal force constitutes thrust requirement of a machine to penetrate the disc cutters into the rock at a desired penetration. Thrust requirement of a TBM is estimated by Eq. (1). Rolling force acts on the disc along the cutting direction as seen from Fig. 1 . This force determines torque and power requirements of a machine to rotate the cutterhead at a certain penetration of the cutters. Using rolling force, torque requirement and power of a TBM cutterhead are calculated by Eqs. (2) and (3). It is also used to estimate the specific energy requirement of cutters as seen in Eq. (4) . By using the SE value obtained from Equation 4 , instantaneous penetration rate (IPR) of TBMs can be estimated with Eq. (5). MMME 151-2 = .
(
Th: Thrust requirement of a TBM Cutterhead F N : Normal force (kN) N: Number of disc cutter used on the cutterhead
T: Torque requirement of a TBM cutterhead (kNm) F R : Rolling force (kN) L: Distance between center of the cutterhead and i. disc cutter N: Number of disc cutter used on the cutterhead = 2 . . A number of different models to estimate cutting forces and SE value. Considering spacing (S) and penetration (p) parameters of the cut, rolling force values can be converted to SE values and vice versa. Cutting forces can be also directly measured form the full scale linear cutting test machine (LCM). Models and equations about this subject are based on various parameters that can be classified into three main groups such as rock mechanical properties, disc cutter dimensions and cutting geometry [1, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
Fuzzy Logic Method
Fuzzy logic which was formalized by Zadeh is a matter of the fuzzy set theory particularly used to dealing with process imprecise information with a changed membership function [18] . In a classical set; an element belongs to, or does not belong to, a set. An element of a fuzzy set naturally belongs to the set with membership values from the interval [0,1]. Because fuzzy sets describe vague concepts based on the premise that the elements used are not numbers but belong to words or the value of a linguistic variable. Membership function of fuzzy sets can be either linear (trapezoidal or triangular) or various forms of non-linear, depending on the nature of the system being studied. A triangular fuzzy set of the membership function of is calculated by Equation. 3 [18] .
MD A (x): Membership function of fuzzy set a, b, c: Constant Using by fuzzy conditional rules, fuzzy proposition allows describing input-output relationship. Zadeh introduced the inference mechanism of fuzzy logic reasoning, which based on the compositional rule of inference. By using this inference mechanism, an output set is obtained given the rules and the input variables. A fuzzy conditional rule is generally made up a premise and a consequent part (IF premise THEN consequent), for example, 'if the level1 high, then level2 low', where the terms high and low can be represented by fuzzy sets or, more specifically by membership functions [19] .
Mamdani and Assilian [20] showed that the concepts of fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic can translate an entirely unstructured set of linguistic heuristics into an algorithm. This algorithm is one of the most used fuzzy methods to apply in complex engineering geological problems, since most geological processes are defined with linguistic variables or simple vague predicates. The Mamdani fuzzy algorithm takes the following form;
. . . ℎ = 1, 2, . . .
X l , X r : Input variables A il , A ir , B i : Linguistic terms (fuzzy sets) Y: Output variables, K: Number of rules In the Mamdani fuzzy model, different fuzzy set operators, such as "and", "or" and "not", can be used to combine the premise propositions of the rules. In this algorithm, the contribution of each rule to the output of the model is a fuzzy set. The inference reasoning mechanism in the Mamdani fuzzy model is based on the compositional rule of inference.
Fuzzy Logic Models For TBM's Performance Prediction
In this study, developed fuzzy logic model, which predicts normal force (FN) and SE value of a CCS disc cutter, is defined. In order to estimate FN and SE value, rock mechanical properties such as Uniaxial Compressive Strength (UCS) and Brazilian Tensile Strength (BTS), disc dimensions such as disc diameter (DD) and tip width (DTW) and cutting geometry such as spacing (S) and penetration (p) are used as input parameters. FN and SE parameters are used as output variables. It is based on experience and the data which has been set by Earth Mechanic Institute of Colorado School of Mines performing LCM test for about 30 years [9, 10] .
Input and output variables are shown in Figure 2 for FN Model and in Figure 3 for SE Model. Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) Editor was used to establish input and output variables. Each input variable and output variable were fuzzified with membership functions which define how each point in the input and output space is mapped to a membership value (or degree of membership) between 0 and 1. Both input and output variables were fuzzy proposition in Mamdani Model. Range of the input and output variables and their membership functions used in the models are given in Table 1 [9, 10] . The fuzzy proposition need to be represented by an implication function to conduct inference in a rule based fuzzy model. The implication function is called a fuzzy if-then rule or a fuzzy conditional statement. The fuzzy if-then rule takes the following general form:
Where, A and B are linguistic values represented by fuzzy sets. The use of fuzzy set provides the generalization of the information used to describe the behaviour system. The "if" part of the rule is called premise and the "then" part of the rule is called consequence. A total of 324 rules and 540 rules were utilized SE and FN Model respectively. Decision from combinations of input membership functions (premise part) to output membership functions (consequent part) was made by experience and considering data set [9, 10] .
Values from the SE model and Equation 5, instantaneous penetration rate of TBM's could be estimated. After the SE value which is obtained from the model and S and p are put into Equation 4, the FR value can be obtained easily. It is known that SE value can be converted to Rolling force by using Equation 4 and vice versa. As putting FR value into Equation 2, torque requirement can be obtained. FN values obtained from the model can be used to define the thrust requirement of TBMs using Equation 1 [9, 10] .
The FN, SE and FR results obtained from the models and real values of them obtained from LCM were compared to verify the models. The graphics in Fig. 4, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 shows result of the model and real value comparisons. Values of models are very close the line of y=x means that they are not away from real values with high correlation values as seen from the graphics. 
Conclusions
Introduction and application of disc cutters on tunnel boring machines have allowed the excavation of harder materials, resulting in a wider use of these machines in underground constructions. However, successful application of tunnel boring machines technology depends on accurate performance prediction of these machines for determining project schedule and costs.
By using fuzzy logic method, two model was established to predict specific energy, thrust and torque requirement of tunnel boring machines. The comparison of the real value and model value shows that the model values are close the real values. Like these model predictions could be made without any boundary limitations.
Fuzzy logic method has increased to apply on almost all research area particularly including complexity and uncertainty and variables can be modelled considering many possible variables affecting the system. Fuzzy logic approaches provides to evaluate all data without accepting precondition and depending on special conditions.
